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For AMS TeX-related products, see AMS TeX Resources. http://www.ams.org/tex/


Reprint of the second impression (revised) 1957.
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User guide for International Components for Unicode (ICU), a set of C/C++ and Java libraries for Unicode support.


Updated for \(\LaTeX\) 2nd ed.

Language Culture Type: International Type Design in the Age of Unicode, edited by John D. Berry; with a special section showing the winners in Bukva:Raz!, the type design competition of the Association typographique internationale. New York: ATypI, Graphis, 2002. ISBN 1-932026-01-0.


Available as a book and also in PDF from: http://www.cle.org.pk/research/rep/Survey.pdf
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W3C Internationalization (I18n) Activity. http://www3.org/International/


